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Abstract
Because of application requirements or hardware de-

signs, sensor nodes may possess sector-like coverage. On
the other hand, with some machinery such as stepper mo-
tors, these sensor nodes can spin to cover the objects around
them. We call such sensor nodes thespinning, directional
(SD) sensors. In the paper, we consider theSD sensor de-
ployment problem, which decides how to deploy the mini-
mum number of SD sensors to cover a set of static objects,
such that each object isα-time covered, where0 < α < 1.
An object isα-time coveredif it can be covered by at least
one sensor for more than or equal toαT time within a fixed
period (longer thanT ). The SD sensor deployment prob-
lem is NP-hard and therefore we propose a heuristic that
adopts a greedy strategy, where we deploy each SD sensor
that covers the maximum number of objects until all objects
can beα-time covered. Simulation results verify that our
deployment heuristic can significantly reduce the number
of SD sensors to be deployed. The contributions of this pa-
per are to define a new temporal coverage model to monitor
objects by SD sensors and develop an efficient deployment
heuristic.

Keywords: directional sensor, spinning sensor, temporal
coverage, wireless sensor network.

1. Introduction

With the capabilities of ad hoc communication and dis-
tributed processing,wireless sensor networks (WSNs)open
a new frontier for pervasive environmental monitoring and
therefore are widely adopted in many military and civil ap-
plications [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. To guarantee that a WSN can well
operate, sensor nodes have to be deployed to organize a con-
nected network that covers either the whole sensing field
or all the specific point-locations. In the literature, a large
number of WSN deployment schemes [6, 7, 8] target at om-
nidirectional sensors with a disk-like sensing range. Never-
theless, in some practical WSN applications, sensor nodes
may possess a sector-like sensing range because of applica-
tion requirements or hardware designs. Furthermore, with
some machinery such as stepper motors, these sensor nodes

can possess certain mobility capabilities such as spinning
[9, 10, 11]. We call such sensor nodes thespinning, direc-
tional (SD) sensors.

In this paper, we consider how to efficiently deploy SD
sensors to monitor a set of static objects that are modeled by
point-locations. We assume that all SD sensors can be pre-
cisely deployed at any location within the sensing field. The
coverage area of each SD sensor is modeled by a sector and
the SD sensor can spin to scan a whole disk, as illustrated
in Fig. 1(a). The time axis is divided into fixed periods.
During each period, an SD sensor will spin one cycle and
stop to detect all objects for a total (constant) timeT , as
illustrated in Fig. 1(b). An object is said to beα-time cov-
ered if during each period, this object is within the sensing
range of at least one SD sensor for more than or equal to
αT time, where0 < α < 1. A network is said to achieve
α-time coverageif all monitored objects can beα-time cov-
ered. Fig. 1(a) and (b) together illustrate an example, where
the objects within disksdi anddj are0.5-time and0.33-
time covered, respectively. In this case, the network is said
to achieve0.33-time coverage. The above sensing model
of SD sensors can be used in many WSN applications. One
typical example is the visual surveillance system using spin-
ning video cameras. According to the above sensing model,
we target at theSD sensor deployment problem, which de-
cides how to deploy the minimum number of SD sensors to
cover a set of objects such that the network achievesα-time
coverage.

The SD sensor deployment problem is NP-hard because
the geometric disk cover (GDC)problem [12], which is a
well-known NP-hard problem, is its one special instance.
In particular, given a set of point-locations, the GDC prob-
lem decides how to place the minimum number of disks to
cover these point-locations. Consider that each SD sensor
can cover a sector with angle ofθ ∈ (0, π). By setting
α = θ

2π
, the SD sensor deployment problem becomes the

same as the GDC problem because each SD sensor now can
cover a whole disk in every period.

In this paper, we propose an efficient heuristic to solve
the SD sensor deployment problem. The idea of our heuris-
tic is to first place the minimum number of disks to cover
all objects. Then, we always place one SD sensor on the
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Figure 1. (a) The sensing model of SD sensors and (b) the tempo ral coverage model of objects.

center of the disk that can cover the maximum number of
objects, until all objects areα-time covered. Finally, we de-
ploy some additional sensor nodes to maintain the network
connectivity. The contributions of this paper are three-folds:

1. We define a new SD sensor deployment problem that
allows directional sensors to spin to guarantee tempo-
ral coverage of objects, which could be used in many
WSN applications such as surveillance.

2. Because the SD sensor deployment problem is NP-
hard, we propose an efficient deployment heuristic by
adopting the greedy strategy to reduce the number of
SD sensors to be deployed. In this way, we can sig-
nificantly reduce the network deployment cost. Sim-
ulation results also verify the effectiveness of the pro-
posed heuristic.

3. Our deployment heuristics allow an arbitrary relation-
ship between the sensing distance and the communica-
tion distance of SD sensors. In this way, it can satisfy
different application requirements.

We organize the rest of this paper as follows. Section 2
surveys some related work on the research field of sensor
deployment and directional sensor networks. Section 3 for-
mally defines the SD sensor deployment problem. Our ef-
ficient deployment heuristic is proposed in Section 4. In
Section 5, we present the simulation results. Conclusions
and future work are drawn in Section 6.

2. Related Work

In the literature, the issue of how to deploy omnidirec-
tional sensor nodes to organize a WSN has been extensively
investigated [13]. Many studies discuss how to use mobile
sensors to automatically organize a network. For instance,
the research efforts in [14, 15, 16] move sensor nodes to im-
prove the network coverage by adopting a Voronoi diagram
or the attractive/repulsive forces among sensor nodes. The
work in [17] divides the sensing field into multiple grids,
and then moves sensor nodes from those grids with more
sensor nodes to those grids with fewer sensor nodes to re-
sult in a more uniform network topology. The studies in

[18, 19] address two deployment-related problems: thesen-
sor placement problemand thesensor dispatch problem.
The sensor placement problem decides how to place the
minimum number of sensor nodes to cover the entire sens-
ing field while the sensor dispatch problem decides how to
move sensor nodes to the target locations calculated by the
placement solution such that their moving energy can be re-
duced.

Several research efforts consider directional sensor net-
works where sensor nodes are arbitrarily deployed. Given
a set of point-locations, the work in [20] addresses how to
identify a minimum set of directions to cover the maximum
number of point-locations. The study in [21] analyzes the
probability that a point-location can be covered by direc-
tional sensors. The work in [22] divides the network into
multiple subsets of directional sensors to alternatively cover
a given set of point-locations so that the system lifetime can
be extended.

The issue of deploying fixed directional sensors is also
discussed in the literature. For instance, the work in [23]
addresses deploying a minimum number of directional sen-
sors to organize a connected network that covers either the
whole sensing field or a giving set of point-locations. Given
a set of point-locations, the study in [24] attempts to mini-
mize the number of deployed directional sensors by adopt-
ing an integer linear programming solution. In the work
of [25], the issue of using SD sensors to localize objects is
discussed, but the spinning range of each SD sensor is con-
strained by a limited angle. As can be seen, none of existing
work discusses the SD sensor deployment problem and the
temporal coverage model addressed in this paper. We will
develop an efficient deployment heuristic to solve the SD
sensor deployment problem.

3. The SD Sensor Deployment Problem

Consider that there is a set of static objectsO =
{o1, o2, · · · , om} to be monitored by SD sensors, where
each object is modeled by a point-location in a 2D plane.
Each SD sensorsi possesses a sensing range modeled by a
sectorwith angle ofθ ∈ (0, π) and radius ofrs, and an om-
nidirectional communication range with radius ofrc, where



rs andrc are the sensing distance and communication dis-
tance of sensor nodes, respectively. We make no assump-
tion on the relationship betweenrs andrc. An objectok is
said to becoveredby an SD sensorsi if object ok locates
within si’s sensing range, as illustrated in Fig. 1(a). All SD
sensors have the spinning capability. When an SD sensorsi
spins one cycle (without changing its position), its sensing
range will scan a whole diskdi that is centered atsi and
with radius ofrs. According to the objects within diskdi,
we can dividedi into p disjointed sectors, where each sector
has an angle ofθ. SD sensorsi then spins its sensing range
to fit each of thesep sectors. When the sensing range of SD
sensorsi completely fits a sector, we say thatsi coversthat
sector. Fig. 1(a) illustrates two examples. Diskdi is divided
into two sectors and SD sensorsi will spin to cover sectors
A andB, while diskdj is divided into three sectors and SD
sensorsj will spin to cover sectorsC, D, andE.

The time axis is divided into fixed-lengthperiods. Dur-
ing each period, an SD sensorsi will spin one cycle to cover
all the objects within its corresponding diskdi. Specifically,
for each diskdi with p sectors, its corresponding SD sensor
si will stay to cover each sector forT

p
time and then spin

to cover the next sector. Therefore, the length of each pe-
riod is the total time that an SD sensor stays to cover all
the sectors (that is, timeT ) and the time that the SD sensor
needs to spin one cycle (without stopping). Note that strict
time synchronization among SD sensors is not necessary.
Fig. 1(b) illustrates two examples. Since disksdi anddj are
divided into two and three sectors, SD sensorssi andsj will
stay to cover each of their sectors for0.5T and0.33T time,
respectively.

Given a thresholdα, where0 < α < 1, an object is said
to beα-time coveredif and only if during each period, this
object can be covered by at least one SD sensor for more
than or equal toαT time. Fig. 1(b) illustrates two exam-
ple, where the objects within disksdi anddj are0.5-time
and 0.33-time covered, respectively. Then, given the set
of objectsO and the thresholdα, theSD sensor deployment
problemdecides how to deploy the minimum number of SD
sensors to cover all objects inO such that each object isα-
time covered. Note that in this case, each SD sensor can
cover at most

⌊

1

α

⌋

sectors during each period. When a disk
is divided into more than

⌊

1

α

⌋

sectors, it requires more than
one SD sensor to cover all of its sectors. Fig. 1(a) illustrates
an example. Assuming that each object in diskdj should be
0.5-time covered (that is,α = 0.5), we have to place two
SD sensors at diskdj to guarantee that all of its objects can
satisfy0.5-time covered.

4. The Proposed Deployment Heuristic

Given a set of objectsO to be covered by SD sensors, our
deployment heuristic consists of the following four phases:

• Phase 1: We find a set of disksD that can cover all
objects inO.

Figure 2. Examples of finding a set of disks
D to cover all objects by the modified GDC
scheme.

• Phase 2: For each disk inD, we calculate the mini-
mum number of sectors that cover all objects in that
disk.

• Phase 3:We then place SD sensors at a subset of disks
in D to cover all objects inO such that each object can
beα-time covered.

• Phase 4: We finally deploy the minimum number of
additional sensor nodes to maintain the network con-
nectivity.

Below, we detail the operations of each phase. In phase
1, we modify the GDC scheme in [12] to calculate the set
of disksD that cover all objects inO. This modified GDC
scheme involves the following three steps:

1. For any two objects, say,oi andoj in O, if their Eu-
clidean distance is smaller than2rs, we place two disks
such that their circumferences intersect at both objects
oi andoj .

2. For any two objects, say,oi andoj in O, if their Eu-
clidean distance is equal to2rs, we place one disk such
that its circumference passes through both objectsoi
andoj .

3. For any object, say,ok in O whose Euclidean distance
to its nearest object is larger than2rs, we place one
disk such that the disk’s center locates at objectok.

Fig. 2 illustrates three examples of the above steps. Using
the above modified GDC scheme, we can find a set of disks
D whose size is no larger than2Cm

2 .
In phase 2, we need to calculate the minimum number of

sectors in each disk to cover all the objects within that disk.
Here, we propose asector dividing schemeto find the sec-
tors in each disk. The idea is to first identify where objects
gather in the disk and group them into clusters accordingly.
Then, we place sectors to cover all objects in each cluster.
In particular, supposing that there areK objects within the
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Figure 3. The sector dividing scheme on a disk: (a) assign ind ices to objects, (b) group objects into
clusters, (c) merge the first cluster and the last cluster if t heir included angle is no larger than θ, and
(d) place sectors to cover the objects within the disk.

disk, the sector dividing scheme on that disk is composed
of the following three steps:

1. We arbitrarily select one object, say,o1 within the disk
as the initial object. Then, we scan all the objects in
the disk in a counterclockwise direction and assign in-
dexes to them accordingly. Specifically, suppose that
sa is the disk’s center. Objectoi is assigned with a
smaller index than objectoj if and only if ∠o1saoi <
∠o1saoj . Note that all angles are scanned in a coun-
terclockwise direction. However, when there is a tie,
we arbitrarily assign indexes to these objects. Fig. 3(a)
illustrates an example. Because∠o1sao2 < ∠o1sao3,
objecto2 is assigned with a smaller index than object
o3.

2. Beginning from objecto1, we scan all objects accord-
ing to their indexes. We then group all objects into
clusters. In particular, objecto1 is added into clus-
ter 1. For two adjacent objectsoi and oi+1, where
1 ≤ i < K, supposing thatoi is added into clus-
ter j, then objectoi+1 is also added into clusterj if
∠oisaoi+1 ≤ θ. Otherwise,oi+1 is added into a new

clusterj + 1. Fig. 3(b) illustrates an example, where
there are three clusters calculated. After grouping all
objects, we then check whether or not the first clus-
ter and the last cluster can be merged. Specifically, if
∠oKsao1 ≤ θ, these two clusters can be merged and
we assign new indexes to those objects originally in
cluster 1. In particular, supposing that objectso1, o2,
· · · , andol are originally added into cluster 1, we as-
sign new indexesoK+1, oK+2, · · · , andoK+l to them,
respectively. Fig. 3(c) illustrates an example, where we
merge clusters 1 and 3 into the new cluster 1, and give
the new indexeso12, o13, o14, ando15 to those objects
originally indexed witho1, o2, o3, ando4, respectively.

3. Finally, we place sector(s) to cover each cluster of ob-
jects. In particular, beginning from the object with the
smallest index in the cluster, say,osmall, we place one
sector whose edge passes throughosmall such that this
sector can cover the maximum number of objects in
the corresponding cluster. Then, we remove all the ob-
jects covered by that sector from the cluster. The above
two operations are repeated until all the objects in the



cluster are removed. Fig. 3(d) illustrates an example,
where there are four sectorsA,B,C, andD calculated
to cover the objects in clusters 1 and 2.

We remark that after conducting the sector dividing
scheme on a disk, say,di, all objects within diskdi will be
removed fromO. Therefore, even though two disks overlap
with each other, their covered objects are considered asdis-
jointed. We can sort disks inD according to their objects
in a decreasing order and then execute the sector dividing
scheme on these disks following the sorting sequence. In
this way, we can execute the sector dividing scheme on at
mostO(m) disks (because there arem objects inO). In
this way, all remaining disks (without executing the sector
dividing scheme) can be removed fromD and therefore the
size ofD is shrunken toO(m).

In phase 3, we deploy SD sensors to cover objects.
Specifically, we select the disk, say,di that covers the max-
imum number objects when we deploy an SD sensor on it.
Here, when a disk contains more than

⌊

1

α

⌋

sectors, the max-
imum number of objects covered by an SD sensor is the
number of objects in the first

⌊

1

α

⌋

sectors, where sectors are
sorted according to their numbers of covered objects in a de-
creasing order. Then, we deploy an SD sensor atdi’s center
and make the SD sensor spin to cover each ofdi’s p sectors.
Note that when diskdi has more than

⌊

1

α

⌋

sectors, thesep
sectors will be the first

⌊

1

α

⌋

sectors that cover the maximum
number of objects. Otherwise,p will be the total number of
sectors in diskdi. Then, we remove the objects covered by
the SD sensor from the setO. In this way, thesep sectors
are also removed from diskdi. The above operations are re-
peated until the setO becomes empty. Fig. 3(d) illustrates
an example, where we setα = 0.5. In this case, we first de-
ploy an SD sensor at locationsa to cover sectorsC andD
and remove these two sectors from the disk. Then, we place
another SD sensor at locationsa again to cover sectorsA
andB. Note that each SD sensor will stay to cover each of
its corresponding sector for0.5T time.

Finally, in phase 4, we will deploy some additional sen-
sor nodes to maintain the network connectivity. Several re-
search efforts [23, 26] have also discussed this issue. Here,
we modify the scheme in [23]. Specifically, given a set of
sensor nodesS calculated by our deployment heuristic, we
first calculate the minimum spanning tree whose tree nodes
are all the sensor nodes inS. Then, for each tree edge whose
length, say,L is larger than the communication distancerc,

we deploy
(

L
rc

− 1
)

additional sensor nodes along that tree

edge. The distance between two adjacent additional sensor
nodes isrc. In this way, the network connectivity along that
tree edge can be maintained. We repeat the above opera-
tions until all tree edges are examined. In this way, we can
maintain the entire network connectivity.

5. Performance Evaluations

To verify the effectiveness of our deployment heuristic,
we develop a simulator in C++. The sensing field is mod-
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Figure 4. The number of SD sensors needed
to be deployed under different numbers of ob-
jects.

eled by a rectangle with area of400 × 400, on which there
are some static objects needed to be monitored. Two sce-
narios are considered. In thearbitrary scenario, objects are
arbitrarily placed inside the sensing field. In theregularsce-
nario, we select ten point-locations inside the sensing field
and then place objects around these point-locations. For
comparison, we also develop arandom deployment scheme.
In this scheme, we arbitrarily select a subset of objects as
the centers of disks such that these disks can cover all ob-
jects. Then, we execute the sector dividing scheme on these
disks and place SD sensors accordingly. Each SD sensor
possesses a sensing distancers of 10 and a communication
distancerc of 20.

Fig. 4 illustrates the number of SD sensors used to mon-
itor objects by the random deployment scheme and our de-
ployment heuristic. Here, the number of deployed SD sen-
sors includes the number of SD sensors used to cover ob-
jects and the number of additional sensor nodes used to
maintain the network connectivity. Theα value is set to
0.5 and 0.3 so that each SD sensor can cover at most two
and three sectors, respectively. The sensing angleθ is set
to 45◦. The number of objects is set to 100, 150, 200, 250,
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Figure 5. The number of SD sensors needed
to be deployed under different values of the
sensing angle θ.

300, 350, and 400. From Fig. 4, we observe that the number
of deployed SD sensors increases when the number of ob-
jects increases, because we need more SD sensors to cover
objects. A smallerα value can help reduce the number of
deployed SD sensors because each SD sensor can now cover
more sectors in every period. We can observe that under
both scenarios, our deployment heuristic can significantly
reduce the number of deployed SD sensors, as compared
with the random deployment scheme.

We then evaluate the effect of different values of the
sensing angleθ on the number of deployed SD sensors, as
illustrated in Fig. 5. Because changing the sensing angle
would not affect the number of additional sensor nodes used
to maintain the network connectivity, we measure only the
number of SD sensors used to cover objects (so the num-
ber of sensor nodes will be fewer than those in Fig. 4). The
number of objects is set to 400 and we set the threshold
α = 0.5. The sensing angleθ is set to 30◦, 45◦, 60◦, 75◦,
90◦, and 120◦. Explicitly, a larger sensing angleθ indicates
that each SD sensor can cover a wider range and therefore
more objects may be covered by the SD sensor. In this
case, the number of deployed SD sensors decreases when
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Figure 6. The number of SD sensors needed
to be deployed under different values of the
threshold α.

the sensing angleθ increases. From Fig. 5, we observe that
our deployment heuristic can deploy the minimum number
of SD sensors under the arbitrary and regular scenarios.

Finally, we evaluate the effect of different values of the
thresholdα on the number of deployed SD sensors, as il-
lustrated in Fig. 6. Similarly, we consider only the number
of SD sensors used to cover objects because changing the
value ofα threshold does not affect the number of addi-
tional sensor nodes used to maintain the network connec-
tivity. The number of objects is set to 400 and the sensing
angleθ is set to 30◦. The thresholdα is set to 0.1, 0.2, 0.3,
and 0.4 so that each SD sensor can cover at most 10, 5, 3,
and 2 sectors in every period. Note that whenα = 0.5,
each SD sensor can cover at most two sectors in every pe-
riod (same as the case ofα = 0.4) and whenα > 0.5,
each SD sensor can cover only one sector in every period.
Therefore, we do not observe the simulation results when
α ≥ 0.5. Recall that each SD sensor can cover at most

⌊

1

α

⌋

sectors. Therefore, a largerα value will increase the num-
ber of deployed SD sensors. From Fig. 6, it can be observed
that our deployment heuristic can deploy fewer SD sensors
under different thresholdα, as compared with the random
deployment scheme.



6. Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we define a new SD sensor deployment
problem to achieve temporal coverage of objects and pro-
pose an efficient heuristic to solve the deployment problem.
Our deployment heuristic deploys SD sensors at those disks
that cover the maximum number of objects. A solution to
maintain the network connectivity by adopting a minimum
spanning tree is also proposed. Simulation results show that
the proposed deployment heuristic can reduce the number
of SD sensors under different situations. For future work,
we will investigate how to make SD sensors cooperate with
each other to monitor objects such that the number of de-
ployed SD sensors can be further reduced. In addition, we
plan to develop some surveillance applications by SD sen-
sors.
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